Purpose: Detection of endogenous metabolites using multiplexed editing substantially improves the efficiency of edited magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Multiplexed editing (i.e., performing more than one edited experiment in a single acquisition) requires a tailored, robust approach for correction of frequency and phase offsets. Here, a novel method for frequency and phase correction (FPC) based on spectral registration is presented and compared against previously presented approaches. Methods: One simulated dataset and 40 g-aminobutyric acid-/glutathione-edited HERMES datasets acquired in vivo at three imaging centers were used to test four FPC approaches: no correction; spectral registration; spectral registration with post hoc choline-creatine alignment; and multistep FPC. The performance of each routine for the simulated dataset was assessed by comparing the estimated frequency/phase offsets against the known values, whereas the performance for the in vivo data was assessed quantitatively by calculation of an alignment quality metric based on choline subtraction artifacts. Results: The multistep FPC approach returned corrections that were closest to the true values for the simulated dataset. Alignment quality scores were on average worst for no correction, and best for multistep FPC in both the g-aminobutyric acid-and glutathione-edited spectra in the in vivo data.
INTRODUCTION
Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy ( 1 H MRS) is a noninvasive technique for detecting the NMR signals of metabolites in vivo. Localized 1 H MRS can be implemented in a single-(1) or multivoxel fashion (2, 3) , and has broad applications in clinical and basic science (4-6). Detection of lower-concentration metabolites such as g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and glutathione (GSH) is more challenging, given their inherently weak signals and overlap with higher-concentration metabolites. A common approach for unambiguously detecting these metabolites is J-difference editing, usually applied as the MEGA-PRESS experiment (7) . Conventional J-difference editing involves two sets of subexperiments: one in which frequency-selective editing pulses refocus the evolution of J-coupled resonances of a target metabolite (the ON scan) and another in which these pulses are applied off-resonance (the OFF scan) (8, 9) . Subtracting the ON and OFF scans results in a difference-edited spectrum, in which the signal of the target metabolite is resolved and the signals of any metabolites that are unaffected by the editing pulses are removed. With the development of double editing (10) and Hadamard encoding and reconstruction of MEGA-edited spectroscopy (HERMES) for multiplexed editing (11) (12) (13) (14) , it is now possible to simultaneously edit multiple metabolites in a single acquisition with equivalent data quality as two separate MEGA-PRESS acquisitions.
J-difference editing involves subtracting larger signals to reveal smaller underlying signals. Changes in center frequency during the acquisition, which can occur as a result of heating/cooling of scanner hardware elements and participant head motion, lead to subtraction artifacts in the difference spectra as a result of the subtraction of misaligned peaks (15, 16) . Thus, there is a strong requirement for robust and accurate alignment of data, especially because editing of lower-concentration metabolites requires relatively long measurement times ($10 min) to build up sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
A variety of retrospective approaches to correct for frequency and phase instabilities have been proposed. Given the presence of a residual water signal, it is possible to correct for frequency offsets by, for instance, performing a circular shift of spectra in the frequency domain to align the maxima of the water peak (17) . If an interleaved water navigator is acquired, the metabolite data can be phase-corrected by deconvolution (18) . Alternatively, modeling of an endogenous metabolite signal, in particular creatine (Cr), can correct for both frequency and phase errors (16, 19) . Recently, Near et al. (20) introduced spectral registration, a time-domain method that uses nonlinear regression to align individual free induction decays (FIDs) to a reference FID. For edited data, alignment approaches have included adaptive spectral registration in the frequency domain (21) , basis-setdriven correction (22) , power minimization in the difference spectrum (23) , and frequency-domain correlation (24) . In general, frequency and phase correction (FPC) for editing is more challenging than for nonedited acquisitions, as the signal characteristics of ON and OFF scans are different. Successful correction requires an algorithm that is not misled by these editing-derived differences, and one that correctly accounts for shot-to-shot instabilities. Thus, strategies that are successful for GABA editing (16, 19) , which affects the N-acetylaspartate signal, are not necessarily successful for GSH editing (21) , which affects the residual water signal. The case of multiplexed editing is additionally challenging, requiring the alignment of at least four different sets of signals. Saleh et al. (12) used an ad hoc method to align GABA-/ GSH-edited HERMES data, whereby all FIDs were first aligned using spectral registration and then the GSHedited data were further aligned in the frequency domain to reduce choline (Cho) subtraction artifacts, the Cho signal being neither directly affected by editing pulses nor overlapped by edited signals. Subsequent testing of this method across larger datasets has revealed a lack of robustness, however.
In this paper, a novel method for FPC of HERMES data is presented. This approach is an extension of spectral registration (20) , but one that is specifically tailored to multiplexed editing of GABA and GSH. The performance of this new FPC routine was tested on simulated data and 40 in vivo datasets, and compared against methods described previously. The aim was to demonstrate that the new tailored FPC routine is robust for multiplexed edited MRS.
METHODS

Simulated Data
A simulated HERMES (12) dataset of 320 transients was generated in FID-A (25) using ideal excitation/refocusing pulses and shaped editing pulses. Briefly, the HERMES experiment involves four subexperiments (A, B, C, and D), in which editing pulses are applied to: both GABA (at 1.9 ppm) and GSH (at 4.56 ppm) (A: ON GABA , ON GSH ); GABA only (B: ON GABA , OFF GSH ); GSH only (C: OFF GABA , ON GSH ); or neither (D: OFF GABA , OFF GSH ). The GABA-and GSH-edited difference (DIFF) spectra are reconstructed based on the principle of orthogonality of a Hadamard matrix. Acquisition parameters were echo time ¼ 80 ms; 20-ms Gaussian editing pulses; 2048 discrete data points; 2 kHz spectral width. Fourteen metabolites were included in the simulated dataset, plus eight macromolecule resonances and a residual water signal, with signal intensities and lineshapes modeling in vivo data. Gaussian noise was added to each FID (approximating in vivo SNRs). Known shot-to-shot frequency/phase offsets were added as previously described (20) . Frequency offsets consisted of a linear trend with a total drift of 5 Hz over the course of the entire experiment, superposed with normally distributed random shot-to-shot frequency offsets with a standard deviation of 1 Hz. Similarly, phase offsets consisted of a linear trend with a total of -1 of drift, superposed with normally distributed random shot-to-shot phase offsets with a standard deviation of 6 . Finally, to simulate the effect of a "jump" in frequency/phase offsets as a result of participant head motion, the frequency/phase offset functions were then each superposed with step functions with amplitudes of 5 Hz and 20
, respectively, with the step randomly chosen to occur at the 264th transient. FPC, as described subsequently, was implemented within Gannet (26) . Additional data processing steps included 3-Hz exponential line broadening, zero-filling to 32k points, and removal of the residual water signal using a Hankel singular value decomposition filter (27) .
In Vivo Data
Forty GABA-/GSH-edited HERMES datasets were acquired on 3T Philips scanners (Philips Healthcare, Eindhoven, Netherlands) at three imaging centers (Kennedy Krieger Institute, Cincinnati Children's Hospital, and University of Sheffield). Data were acquired from voxels in the medial parietal lobe, with dimensions ranging from 3 Â 3 Â 3 cm 3 to 3.6 Â 3.6 Â 3.6 cm 3
. Other acquisition parameters matched the simulated data, except repetition time ¼ 2000 ms (12) . Interleaved water referencing (28) was used to minimize linear B 0 field drift during data acquisition. Scans were performed with local institutional review board approval and informed consent. Gannet was used for FPC and data processing in the same way as the simulated dataset.
Frequency and Phase Correction Approaches
Preliminary investigations involved testing a large number of algorithms for FPC, including various time-and frequency-domain methods. For the sake of clarity, in this paper we present the most successful of these methods, and compare it to: no correction; spectral registration, the most widely used method for GABA-edited MRS; and the method previously proposed for HERMES of GABA and GSH (12) , spectral registration with post hoc Cho-Cr alignment.
No Correction
Datasets were first processed with no correction of frequency/phase offsets, serving as a baseline for qualitatively and quantitatively assessing the performance of the FPC approaches, as detailed later.
Spectral Registration
Spectral registration (SR) is an efficient and robust method for correcting frequency/phase offsets in the time domain (20) . Each mth FID S m (t) is fitted to a reference FID R(t) by simultaneous adjustment of its frequency, f (in Hz), and phase, f (in degrees), using nonlinear least-squares minimization. This is formulated as argmin f ;f2R jjRðtÞ À G m ðt; f ; fÞjj 2 [1] where
Typically, R(t) is chosen to be the first FID acquired in the scan. In certain cases, however, significant amounts of frequency and/or phase offset that occur later in the scan will lead the nonlinear least-squares minimization algorithm to converge on a false solution or to fail outright, and it is important to select a reference that is central to the dataset as a whole (21) . In this paper, a "complex median" was calculated (i.e., the median of the M Â N Â 2 data matrix along the m-dimension, where M is the total number of FIDs, N is the number of data points, and 2 denotes the real and imaginary components). This creates a 1 Â N Â 2 "median FID" reference that has a frequency and phase offset close to the median of frequency/phase offsets of the raw FIDs. This method is similar to a previously described algorithm for signal artifact reduction (29) . Minimization of Equation [1] was performed using nonlinear regression using nlinfit in MAT-LAB (The MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA, USA). The real and imaginary components of S m (t) and R(t) were concatenated into 1-dimensional real-valued vectors to obtain realvalued frequency and phase parameter estimates. Excluding the later noise-signal portion of the FIDs in the nonlinear regression substantially increases computational efficiency, so only the first n points of the FIDs were used for registration. The value n was calculated for each dataset based on an SNR threshold of 3. Signal was calculated from the magnitude average of the GSH-OFF FIDs (i.e., subexperiments B and D). Noise was estimated from the average standard deviation of the real signal in the last quarter of each of these FIDs.
Outlier removal of individual FIDs was performed by first deriving the mean squared error (MSE) of each mth nonlinear regression computation and then converting the values into standardized z-scores:
where 2n is the number of data points in each concatenated FID. The bar denotes the mean and s denotes the standard deviation (across the M FIDs). The criterion to reject FIDs was met if z MSE,m > 3, which equates to a threshold of 3 standard deviations (19, 30) . The FIDs were then Fourier-transformed into the frequency domain. Alignment to true frequency/phase offset was performed by fitting a two-Lorentzian model with frequency and phase parameters to the Cho-Cr signals of the sum of all of the spectra (SUM spectrum) and accordingly correcting the residual global frequency/ phase offset of each spectrum.
Spectral Registration With Post Hoc Cho-Cr Alignment
Saleh et al. (12) proposed an FPC approach described as SR with post hoc Cho-Cr alignment (SRþCC). All FIDs of the HERMES data were first aligned using the SR pipeline as described previously, and then the averaged GSH-ON and GSH-OFF spectra were aligned in the frequency domain. The Cho-Cr signals were shifted in frequency and phase until the standard deviation of the Cho subtraction artifact was minimized. This approach was shown to improve alignment of the GSH-edited spectra, as SR alone resulted in good alignment for the reconstructed GABA-edited spectra in the 10 datasets of that study.
Multistep FPC
Our mixed experience of applying the SRþCC method beyond the limited dataset acquired in the original paper motivated the current investigation, and ultimately led to a new multistep FPC (msFPC) method. First, the FIDs in a given dataset were segregated into the four subexperiment sets inherent to HERMES: S i,m (t), where i ʦ {A, B, C, D}. Within each set, frequency/phase offsets were estimated using SR as described previously, using four median FID references R i (t) generated from each subexperiment set, but corrections were not yet applied. The SNR algorithm for selecting the value n was performed separately for each subexperiment set. Cauchy probability density functions were fitted to the distributions of frequency/phase offset estimates for each subexperiment set. A Cauchy probability density function is expressed as 5] where s and l are the scale and location parameters of the function, respectively, and are determined by maximum likelihood estimation. The estimated location parameters, which correspond to the centers of the distributions, were then subtracted from the frequency/phase offset estimates for each respective subexperiment set of FIDs, to derive the corrections that were then applied to the raw data. This approach aligns the FIDs of the four subexperiments to one another. Use of a Cauchy probability density function is advantageous, given that it is insensitive to outliers and therefore robust in cases of abrupt and significant frequency/phase offset. Finally, residual frequency misalignment was corrected by conducting a frequency-domain shift of the real spectra to align the Cr signal maxima. Residual zero-order phase correction was performed by model fitting of the Cho-Cr signals of the SUM spectrum as described previously. A schematic of the msFPC pipeline is displayed in Figure 1 . Individual FIDs were rejected as done previously, except zscores z MSE,m were calculated within each subexperiment set.
Alignment Quality
For the simulated data, the true frequency/phase offsets are known so it was possible to assess the performance of each FPC approach by calculating a normalized root sum square error metric Q rsse :
where p y,m is either the estimated or true frequency offset, Df, or phase offset, Df, of the mth FID. A score of 1 indicates perfect alignment; a value less than 0 indicates worse alignment; and a value of 0 indicates no correction. Outcomes were displayed as modified BlandAltman plots (31) . To assess quantitatively the alignment quality for the in vivo data, an alignment quality metric based on the Cho subtraction artifact around 3.2 ppm in both the GABAand GSH-edited DIFF spectra was developed. Specifically, the alignment quality metric Q y was calculated as
where s(SA y ) is the standard deviation of the Cho subtraction artifact between 3.175 and 3.285 ppm pre-or post-alignment; s(E y ) is the standard deviation of the linearly detrended noise signal between 10 and 11 ppm; and med denotes the median across the group. The standard deviations of noise are subtracted from the numerators and denominators in Equations [7] and [8] to adjust for the fact that the spectral noise represents a theoretical ceiling of alignment quality (or a floor for subtraction artifacts). Normalization to the pre-alignment Cho-subtraction-artifact median results in the median of Q pre scores being 0. A median Q post score greater than 0 would indicate that the given FPC approach improved alignment, whereas a median less than 0 would indicate worse alignment. A median Q post score of 1 suggests that the algorithm has removed the Cho subtraction artifact, leaving only noise.
RESULTS
The Q rsse,p scores derived from correction of the simulated dataset were highest for the msFPC approach (frequency: 0.96; phase: 0.90). For SR, these scores were 0.90 (frequency) and -0.37 (phase); for SRþCC, these were 0.84 (frequency) and 0.22 (phase). Bland-Altmanlike plots, visually displaying the accuracy and biases of each approach with respect to frequency and phase correction, are presented in Figure 2a . The SR and SRþCC approaches resulted in poorer accuracy and clear biases in estimation of the true frequency (Df) and phase (Df) offsets. The mean differences between the estimated and true frequency and phase offsets were 0.34 Hz and 7.13
for SR, respectively, and 0.27 Hz and 7.63 for SRþCC, respectively. For msFPC, the mean differences were 0.06 Hz and -0.64 , respectively, demonstrating substantially better accuracy and lower bias when applying this method. It is clear that the algorithms responded differently to the GSH-ON (filled circles) and GSH-OFF (open circles) subexperiments, resulting in clustering of similar points. The occurrence of these systematic biases is the essence of the challenge of FPC for edited experiments. Figure 2b shows the true frequency and phase offsets of the simulated dataset, overlaid by the estimated offsets derived by msFPC.
Example GABA-/GSH-edited DIFF spectra aligned using each FPC approach are shown in Figure 3 . In this example, Cr subtraction artifacts are visible in the GABA DIFF spectrum when the no-correction, SR, and SRþCC approaches were used, but removed with the msFPC approach. The GSH DIFF spectrum shows observable Cho subtraction artifacts for the no-correction approach, and in particular, the SR routine. The poor alignment of the GSH-edited data but good alignment of the GABAedited data when using SR reproduces findings previously reported by Saleh et al. (12) . Median Q post scores for the GABA-edited spectra were -0.15 (SR), -0.15 (SRþCC), and 0.69 (msFPC). For the GSH-edited spectra, these were -20.27 (SR), -1.38 (SRþCC), and -0.18 (msFPC). The msFPC approach showed a clear advantage in frequency/phase alignment over the other routines.
However, it was clear that the different algorithms performed better on different datasets. Figure 4 was an improvement in alignment). In 8 of 40 datasets, subtraction artifacts were not reduced by any of the three FPC strategies in both the GABA and GSH DIFF spectra. An additional 18 datasets showed no improvement in either the GABA or the GSH DIFF spectra: These unimproved datasets had relatively good alignment without intervention. Five GABA DIFF spectra were most improved by SR, and three GSH DIFF spectra were most improved by SRþCC. A clear benefit of having a quantitative metric of alignment quality is that cases in which FPC leads to diminished data quality can be avoided, and it is even possible to select the FPC method to be used in each case based on an outcome score (i.e., the best of all tested FPC approaches). The median of these outcome-driven alignment quality scores was 1.07 for the GABA-edited spectra (reaching the expected noise ceiling) and 0.58 for the GSH-edited spectra. FIG. 3 . Example GABA-(top) and GSH-(bottom) edited difference (DIFF) spectra from one dataset that are frequency-and phase-corrected using each of the four FPC approaches. The two gray vertical lines show the location of choline (Cho)/creatine (Cr) subtraction artifacts in the spectra. The Cr subtraction artifacts are clearly seen in the GABA DIFF spectra, whereas the Cho subtraction artifacts are clearly seen in the GSH DIFF spectra. Black, no correction; gold, spectral registration; blue, spectral registration with post hoc Cho-Cr alignment; red, multistep FPC. Interestingly, the msFPC algorithm is faster to run than either the SR or SRþCC algorithms, presumably because the spectral registration step aligns like-with-like, and the minimization associated with that is computationally less demanding. For a given HERMES dataset as described here (320 transients), typical alignment times were approximately 20 s (SR), approximately 20 s (SRþCC), and approximately 8 s (msFPC).
DISCUSSION
The results from this work suggest that a multistep approach to correction of frequency and phase errors in multiplexed edited MRS data is robust and quantitatively better than the current conventional or ad hoc SRbased approaches. They also suggest that the performance of the various algorithms varies from dataset to dataset, and that outcome-based selection of optimal FPC strategy leads to dramatic improvements.
Recent developments in FPC of edited data (21-24) demonstrate the need for algorithms that can robustly handle editing-derived differences in spectral signals. Multiplexed editing presents a particular challenge for FPC, as it requires alignment of four or more, rather than two, subspectra, and generates more than one DIFF spectrum in which subtraction artifacts can be revealed. The msFPC routine approaches the problem by treating each editing subexperiment separately. It then relies on probabilistic procedures to align spectra from each subexperiment to each other. The use of a complex median reference not only ensures better solutions to the least-squares minimization in SR, but also results in shifting the frequencies and phases of each FID to a near-central position across the dataset. Although not investigated in this study, it is possible that a median reference could overcome issues of unstable water signals, which can hamper the performance of SR (20) . Additional alignment of the probability distributions of the frequency/phase offsets by estimation of Cauchy probability density functions further improves the probabilistic alignment, a fairly novel approach in MRS data processing.
Although msFPC performed better than SR and SRþCC overall, the median alignment quality score for the GSHedited spectra did not rise above 0, indicating no net improvement over performing no correction. Twenty-one of the 40 datasets were improved by msFPC. The average pre-alignment quality score of the 19 datasets that were not improved by msFPC was very high (0.63), indicating that approximately 50% of the GSH-edited spectra did not need FPC. The Bland-Altman plots of FPC accuracy for the simulated dataset indicate that msFPC did perform reasonably well, but applying a correction with small errors can have a negative effect on high-quality in vivo data.
The specific implementation of msFPC described here has been shown to be relatively successful in correcting frequency and phase errors in multiplexed edited data. However, there are some limitations to this method. First, it is likely that as multiplexed editing schemes become more complex, aspects of the msFPC pipeline will need to be accordingly modified or optimized. For instance, in this paper the Cho-Cr signals were used for residual frequency and phase alignment, given that they were not saturated by the editing pulses in any of the HERMES subexperiments. This may not be the case in other possible editing schemes, and so a tailored approach would be needed for residual alignment of frequency/phase offsets. Second, accurate estimation of the center of the probability density of estimated frequency/ phase offsets through use of a Cauchy function will be hampered in cases in which there are fewer FIDs in each HERMES subexperiment set than acquired in the in vivo data here. Third, the Bland-Altman plots revealed that a minor bias still remained in the correction of phase offsets. This was specific to subexperiment B (GABA-ON, GSH-OFF). It is not clear at which stage in the msFPC pipeline this bias was introduced, but it was relatively small, differing from the offsets estimated for the other three subexperiments by approximately 2 . Finally, accurate estimation of the Cho subtraction artifact can be difficult in cases in which the residual signal is close in   FIG. 4 . Best alignment quality scores (Q y ) for each in vivo HERMES dataset for the GABA-(top row) and GSH-(bottom row) edited DIFF spectra. The alignment quality score for each dataset with no correction is displayed as an open circle. Additionally, on a dataset-by-dataset basis, the outcome of the most successful FPC approach (i.e., the largest increase in Q y ) is plotted as a filled, colored circle. Where none of the FPC approaches resulted in a reduction in Cho subtraction artifacts, only the precorrected Q y score is shown. White, no correction; gold, spectral registration; blue, spectral registration with post hoc Cho-Cr alignment; red, multistep FPC.
magnitude to the noise signal. Additionally, the standard deviation-based alignment quality metric can be affected by a nonconstant baseline. This metric can effectively guide algorithm selection when one algorithm is performing badly. In cases in which multiple algorithms perform well, the metric will provide less discriminative accuracy, particularly in high-quality in vivo data, in which further improvements in alignment are subtle. However, because the aim is to select an algorithm that performs well, rather than to select the best algorithm, this is a minor concern.
An outcome-driven approach was briefly explored in this paper, whereby the alignment quality metric for the in vivo data was used to choose the optimal FPC approach from among the four possible methods. Although not the main objective of our study, we propose the possibility of using "competitive" FPC, in which a series of FPC routines are used and the best outcome selected on a dataset-by-dataset basis. Indeed, previous studies that have compared conventional SR with either SR-based variants or non-SR-based methods have shown that one method may perform better than, or just as well as, another in certain cases (32) , such as when SNR is low (20, 23, 24) or when the dominant signal in the spectrum is unstable (20) . One could even argue that the prime advantage of the msFPC approach is that it exploits the strengths of several of the previously described FPC algorithms. More advanced algorithms, particularly those tailored to more complex multiplexed editing experiments, may work best if they are designed with this premise in mind. Although there is a time cost from competitive FPC, in terms of carrying out multiple FPC routines on the same dataset, processing times are not prohibitive ($16 s per dataset per FPC routine), so it would be practicable to compare four approaches (plus no correction). Selecting a different FPC algorithm for each dataset is perhaps an unconventional approach, and it is reasonable to be concerned that it might introduce bias. However, because the aim of FPC is to shift each dataset closer to the "perfectly aligned" ideal, we believe that selecting an optimal FPC approach for each dataset reduces, rather than introduces, bias associated with imperfect alignment.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, a multistep spectral registration-based FPC approach has been shown to robustly correct frequency/phase offsets of multiplexed GABA-/GSH-edited MRS data, and competitive FPC based on outcomedriven algorithm selection outperforms any single current method.
